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Executive Summary 
 
This deliverable presents an introduction into ontology development methodologies and explains the one 
chosen for the ComVantage project, followed by a description of relevant aspects of the Customer-oriented 
Production application area. Based upon this, it describes the first version of the Linked Data integration 
concept for WP7, i.e. the developed ontologies and the adapters for the existing data sources. This 
illustrates how the results of WP2 and WP4 are used in WP7. 
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1 OVERVIEW 

1.1 Introduction 

ComVantage strives for a dynamic and flexible collaboration network between different stakeholders on 
the basis of Linked Data. Therefore, WP4 has provided its primary concepts, vocabularies, technologies as 
well as tools. This document represents the results of the integration process of the generic results of WP4 
in the application area of Customer-oriented Production. This deliverable includes the mapping of the 
proposed Linked Data concepts to this application area as well as detected limitations and borders of this 
approach. For the latter cases possible adaptations and implementation will be provided. 

1.2 Scope of this Document 
According to the description of work, "Based on the generic concepts of the Linked Data integration (WP 4) 
modifications and extensions required for this application area will be conducted". Since the Customer-
oriented Production application area already served as an example in the deliverables 4.1.1 and 4.3.1, we 
mainly focus on the adaptations and extensions that were implemented after writing the general 
deliverables. More specifically, activities performed in this task will cover two basic aspects: 

 Extending the ontology containing the data model 
 Extending the mapping from the existing database to Linked Data. 

Thus, the introduction is followed by a refinement of the ontology engineering method provided by WP4. 
This was aligned with the other Linked Data adaption deliverables (D6.3.1 and D8.3.1). Chapter 3 deals with 
an explicit description of the application area of Customer-oriented Production with special respect to 
Linked Data relevant issues. This chapter also introduces the existing infrastructure for this work package. 
Chapter 4 aligns the requirements with the technical concepts from WP4. It presents architectural 
constraints and the necessary adaptations with a description of new implementations. The used vocabulary 
to provide all these process data is explained in chapter 5 which formulises the informal terms from 
chapter 3. Finally, the deliverable closes with brief conclusion and outlook of further activities in the task 
T7.3. 

1.3 Related Documents 

The recent document is heavily included in the overall project context and thus references many other 
deliverables. Furthermore, it will also be an input for further deliverables: 

 The starting point for this deliverable to identify application areas issues with respect to Linked 
Data concepts and relevance according the mockup prototype has been provided by deliverable 
D7.1.1: Customer-oriented Production – Scenario Specification and Refinement. 

 The first generic concepts about Linked Data, its vocabularies and ontology engineering are coming 
from deliverable D4.1.1: Data Format Specification. 

 The generic concepts of Linked Data adapters for business systems from deliverable D4.3.1: 
Business and Engineering Software Adapter are used as input for the adaptations. 

 D4.4.1: Linked Data Support Toolset handles as input for the use of possible tools as well as for the 
integration in the lifecycle. 

 The alignment in the overall ComVantage architecture bases on the results of deliverable D2.2.1 
ComVantage Architecture Specification. 

 Furthermore all Linked Data adaption deliverables (D6.3.1: Plant Engineering and Commissioning – 
Adaption of Linked Data Integration Concept, D7.3.1: Customer-oriented Production – Adaption of 
Linked Data Integration Concept, and D8.3.1: Mobile Maintenance – Adaption of Linked Data 
Integration Concept for) are to some extend linked. All are aligned to their specific contexts, but 
certain aspects are cross-referenced like the ontology engineering methodology. 
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 Both the developed vocabulary and the adaptations are input for the tasks in WP4. These results 
will settle down in the upcoming deliverables D4.1.2: Data Format Specification, D4.2.2: 
Middleware Adapter Set and D4.4.2: Linked Data Support Toolset. 

2 ONTOLOGY ENGINEERING METHODOLOGY 
For the first experimental prototype described in the deliverables D4.1.1, D4.2.1 and D4.3.1, we generated 
the ontologies in a rather ad-hoc way. In a meeting between the domain experts and the ontology 
engineers, we examined the scenario descriptions and then discussed the terms to use and their relations. 
For the second prototype, it is appropriate to employ a more structured approach to ensure the quality of 
the developed ontologies. Specifically, it has to 

 satisfy all requirements occurring in the current scenario and use case descriptions,  

 be easily adaptable and extensible if the requirements change in the future,  

 be well documented so that also people who use the ontology after a long time or who were not 
involved in the development process can understand the meaning of the terms and their relations.  

In order to support a structured ontology development process, several methodologies have been 
developed, and also endeavours have been made to compare these methodologies with respect to their 
capabilities, applicability in specific scenarios, and general advantages and disadvantages (Lopez, 1999). 
There have also been attempts to unify different ontologies and combine their advantages (Uschold, 1996). 

2.1 Methodology Comparison 

Among the methodologies that were considered in the comparisons mentioned above, three deserve a 
closer examination because they have been used in practice for different projects and reached a level of 
maturity that warrants applying them in the ComVantage prototype. These are described briefly in the 
following paragraphs. 

 The methodology developed by Grüninger and Fox (Grüninger & Fox, 1995), also called TOVE 
methodology, specifically requires first-order predicate logic (FOL) as ontology language, which is 
very expressive and thus has little in common with RDFS. The ontology development goes through 
the following stages: 

1. Capture scenarios: description of the scenarios the ontology will be used in natural 
language. 

2. Informal competency questions: formulation of questions the ontology should answer in 
natural language. 

3. Formal terminology specification: specify the terminology in FOL, i.e. choose names for 
constants, functions, and relations. 

4. Formal competency questions: formulate the questions from step 2 in FOL. 

5. Formal axioms and definitions: specify the constraints and the terms from step 3 in FOL. 

6. Evaluation of competency and completeness: verify that the ontology developed in step 5 
can answer the questions from step 4 correctly and completely. 

 The methodology developed by Uschold and King (Uschold & King, 1995), also called Enterprise 
methodology,  specifies the following phases: 

1. Identifying the purpose: determining why the ontology is being built, who will use it, and 
for which aim. 

2. Building the ontology: 
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1. Capturing: identifying the key concepts, producing definitions for these concepts, 
and agreeing on names for these concepts. The authors recommend agreeing on 
the definition before deciding on the term to be used for the concept because 
people working in different areas tend to have different association with terms, 
which makes it difficult to reach an agreement if the term is chosen first. 
Moreover, unlike most other methodologies for software or ontology engineering, 
the Enterprise methodology suggests neither a top-down approach (going from 
the most general to more specific terms) nor a bottom-up one (in the opposite 
direction), but rather goes middle-out, i.e. it starts from the most frequently used 
concepts, which normally are located at the middle height in the ontology 
hierarchy. 

2. Coding: representing the conceptualisation produced in the previous stage 
formally in an ontology language. 

3. Integrating existing ontologies: finding usable terms from other ontologies and 
connecting them with the terms from the newly developed ontology. 

3. Evaluation: making a technical judgement of the ontology with respect to the 
requirements specification or the real world. 

4. Documentation: recording all important assumptions and decisions. 

 The Methontology, developed by Fernandez-Lopez et al. (Fernandez-Lopez, Gomez-Perez, & 
Juristo, 1997), is based on the experience acquired in developing an ontology in the domain of 
chemicals, therefore it was developed by a large team of experts and ontologies and is intended to 
be used by a huge application area. It uses the evolving prototypes paradigm from the software 
engineering world, which means that several phases of ontology development are identified, but 
the overall process is considered as circular, so that decisions made in an early phase can be 
changed if they turn out to be inappropriate in a later phase. This is not possible if the 
development process follows the waterfall model, where the decisions made in one phase cannot 
be changed once the phase is finished.  

The phases identified by the Methontology developers are: 

1. Specification: production of a natural language document describing purpose, scope, and 
level of formality of the ontology. 

2. Conceptualisation: structuring the domain knowledge by building a glossary of terms, 
consisting of concepts, entities or “things”, and verbs, which describe actions or processes. 
Moreover, rules describe the behaviour and relations between concepts and verbs. 

3. Integration: connection with existing (meta-) ontologies; integration of existing knowledge 
with the new ontology. 

4. Implementation: using an ontology development environment in order formalise the 
concepts, verbs and rules described previously in an ontology language.  

Besides these actions, the following tasks have to be performed constantly and in parallel with the 
development phases: 

1. Knowledge acquisition: collecting information from all kinds of sources like books, figures, 
tables, or directly from experts using structured or unstructured interviews. This task is 
especially important in, but not limited to, the conceptualisation phase. 

2. Documentation: since the developers of Methontology consider the lack of documentation 
guidelines for ontologies and the resulting lack of documentation as a central problem in 
the area of ontology development, each step and the corresponding decisions have to be 
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documented thoroughly. Consequently, this methodology requires writing a requirements 
specification document, a knowledge acquisition document, a conceptual model document, 
a formalisation document, an integration document, an implementation document and 
finally an evaluation document. 

3. Evaluation: carrying out a technical judgement of the ontologies and their documentation 
with respect to the requirements specification document. This comprises verification, i.e. 
testing the technical correctness of the ontology, as well as validation, i.e. testing if the 
developed ontology corresponds to the domain it is supposed to represent. 

Regarding the usefulness of the three methodologies described above for the ComVantage project, TOVE is 
the least appropriate one as it does not give a clear guidance and does not structure the ontology 
development process sufficiently: there is no strict differentiation between conceptualisation, 
formalisation and implementation; these phases are combined in steps 3-5. Moreover, it specifically 
demands the use of FOL, which is fundamentally different from Linked Data. Consequently, the part 
regarding formalisation of axioms will play a much smaller role in ComVantage than in the TOVE project. 
Methontology represents the other extreme: it is much formalised, requires a large number of different 
activities, some of which have to be performed sequentially while others have to be performed in parallel. 
Each of these activities has to be documented extensively, and it should ideally be performed by an 
independent team. We therefore decided that this approach is also not appropriate for the ComVantage 
project since there are less than 10 people involved in the development of a single ontology, and the 
person months allocated for this task are not sufficient for writing such extensive documentation, and it is 
also not required for information exchange. 

We therefore decided in favour of the Enterprise methodology. It appears to provide enough guidance to 
steer the ontology development process without introducing unnecessary overhead regarding the 
production of documents or running several tasks in parallel. Moreover, several features of the Enterprise 
methodology fit well with the intuitive approach that we used for the first version of the DC21 ontology: 
for example, we also started from the “middle” concepts, which are the different properties of shirts, and 
we also found it useful in the capturing phase to focus on the intended meaning of the concepts and 
decide about an appropriate term for this concept afterwards. We also decided to adopt the competency 
questions suggested in the TOVE methodology, since they can help to ensure that the ontology not only 
represents the domain of interest, but can also be used in practice to fulfil the tasks arising in the 
application areas. 

Moreover, since the Enterprise methodology does not explicitly suggest a lifecycle model, we adopted the 
“evolving prototype” model from Methontology, since it fits well with the sequence of prototypes 
described in the ComVantage project plan. 

In the following, we will describe the Enterprise methodology in more detail. 

2.2 The Enterprise Methodology 

2.2.1 Identifying Purpose 

This phase comprises answering questions like “Why is the ontology being built?” “Who will use the 
ontology for which purpose?” as well as general scenarios in which the ontology is used. For the three 
application areas of the ComVantage project, a large part of this work has already been completed for the 
document of work and the deliverables 6.1.1, 7.1.1 and 8.1.1. For example, the ontologies are being built in 
order to facilitate integration of data coming from different collaboration partners; they will be used by the 
personas in the use cases described in the respective deliverables.  
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2.2.2 Building the Ontology 

2.2.2.1 Capturing 

The Enterprise methodology suggests the following phases for capturing the ontology: 

 Scoping, i.e. identifying the key concepts and relationships in the domain of interest. This can be 
achieved e.g. by performing brainstorming sessions to produce those concepts, grouping them in 
sets of similar terms, and identifying relations between them. 

 Producing definitions, i.e. writing down in natural language what these concepts and relationships 
mean. These definitions should be as precise as possible and consistent with other concepts and 
their definitions. 

 Identifying terms for these concepts and relationships. This step should be performed after 
reaching an agreement on the definitions since, as the authors put it, “terms get in the way”: pre-
conceived ideas about the meaning of terms can undermine communication and prevent 
agreement. Moreover, for ambiguous terms, the different possible meanings should be selected, 
and only those meanings (or the single meaning) actually needed within the ontology should 
actually be included. For these meanings, the original term should be avoided if at all possible to 
avoid further ambiguity. 

 Competency questions, i.e. formulate queries that the applications to be developed within the 
ComVantage project will make and ensure that the ontology can answer them appropriately. This 
also serves to ensure that the terms contained in the ontology are actually needed: if they do not 
occur in any competency question, they can be dropped.  

For these steps, a middle-out approach should be used. This means that the developers should neither start 
with the most general nor with the most specific concepts but rather with the intermediate ones, i.e. those 
that are used most frequently and intuitively by the people working in the corresponding domain. The 
disadvantage of the top-down approach is that one starts with defining very abstract concepts that make it 
difficult for the domain experts to relate the concepts with the entities occurring in their everyday work. 
The bottom-up approach on the other hand increases the overall effort since it makes it difficult to spot 
communalities between related concepts and thus leads to double effort and possibly later to re-
engineering of the ontology. The middle-out approach avoids both of these pitfalls without causing any 
known problems.  

2.2.2.2 Coding 

In this phase, the terms and definitions developed during the Capturing phase are used to formally define 
the ontology. In the Enterprise methodology, this also involves choosing an appropriate knowledge 
representation language; in the ComVantage project proposal the partners have already agreed to use the 
Linked Data principles, which implies using standards like RDFS/XML (which includes the possibility of using 
OWL), hence there is no real decision to be made.  

It is also necessary to choose the tools used for the development of the formal ontology. In ComVantage, 
we used the Protégé editor as we did in D4.1.1 for the first experimental ontology, since it satisfied all our 
requirements. 

Although it is possible to merge the Capturing and the Coding phase into one and thus produce the 
ontology on the fly, this is discouraged. Since the domain experts are heavily involved in the Capturing 
phase, but to a much lesser extent in the Coding phase, where the ontology engineers do most of the work, 
this also seems appropriate for ComVantage. 

2.2.2.3 Integrating Existing Ontologies 

The developers of the Enterprise methodology consider giving useful guidance for this step as one of the 
biggest challenges in developing a comprehensive methodology. Consequently, they do not give clear 
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guidance on how to proceed. Especially for cases where there are concepts in existing ontologies that are 
closely related with the concepts identified for the new ontology but not identical, it is difficult to give 
general advice, especially if the ontology is intended to be published, because this would result in two 
competing concepts, which will appear to be synonymous for many users, and might even have the same 
identifier, except for the prefix. Since most of the ComVantage ontologies are not intended for publishing, 
this is not a major problem for this project. If we cannot find an existing term that satisfies our 
requirements, nothing speaks against creating a new, more appropriate term.  

2.2.3 Evaluation 

General criteria suggested for evaluation of the developed ontology are: 

 Clarity: formal as well as natural-language definitions should be unambiguous, which can be 
supported by providing positive or negative examples. Underlying assumptions should be stated 
explicitly. 

 Consistency and coherence: the ontology has to be internally consistent, i.e. free of contradictions, 
and also conform to external use of the terms. Circular definitions should be avoided. 

 Extensibility and reusability: it is important to achieve the right balance between being specific 
enough for the required tasks, but not so specific to render the ontology useless for other tasks. 
Definitions for a term should not be biased, i.e. influenced by the specific environment of the 
ontology developers. 

More specifically, the ontology should be able to answer all competency questions specified in the 
capturing phase. In order to avoid redundancy, one can also check if all terms contained in the ontology 
are necessary for answering at least one competency question, and remove those terms that are not. 

2.2.4 Documentation 

The Enterprise methodology does not provide clear guidelines for either the steps that should be 
documented or the documentation method. It is merely stated that both the formal and informal ontology 
should be documented since this is important for reuse.  

In ComVantage, we will use the text deliverables D7.1.x and D7.3.x for documenting the informal natural-
language ontologies and the RDFS vocabulary for documenting the formal ontologies. 

3 APPLICATION AREA DESCRIPTION  

3.1 Identifying Purpose  

3.1.1 What Is the Domain that the Ontology Will Cover? 

The domain the ontology will cover is the DC21 domain. Dresscode21 (DC21) is a small network based 
company which discovered a gap in the market for businessmen of all ages when looking for an alternative 
to shirt and tie or t-shirt – the Business Shirt. The Unique Selling Proposition (USP) of DC21 is to be different 
both from the producers and the costumer’s point of view. Thus, the order and production is managed 
completely virtually while the costumers have high degrees of personalisation. Currently this virtual supply 
chain works via e-mail coordination or already existing communication between partners and a low 
involvement of the customer – but with increasing orders the whole process from material stocks and 
storage, up to personalised designs or individual shipping modalities may lack of coordination and 
communication. Further the interface of the web shop should allow more costumer involvement following 
an open innovation/open design approach; e.g. in time change of shipping modalities or in-time integration 
of user feedback into the production. Linking different data and systems allows high personalisation and 
flexible and individually composed production processes. Thus, DC21 is a virtual factory and part of a 
flexible cooperative network. 
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The biggest challenge in the production field is to provide efficient and effective production while 
integrating costumer demands. Also real-time identification of suppliers, producers or delivering companies 
for small and individual productions is a huge challenge, especially for small companies like Dresscode21. 

Dresscode21 expects as a result of the project a prototype, whose interface allows better communication 
between suppliers and customers through Linked Data; by allowing real-time decisions within the network, 
by providing in-time supplier substitutes, and by integrating end consumers. 

3.1.2 What We Are Going to Use the Ontology For? 

The ontology will be used for the ComVantage System. Basically a mobile application should allow 
customers, as well as suppliers and involved network partners more efficient workflows and allow and 
support customer oriented production. 

For what types of questions the information in the ontology should provide answers? 

The information in the ontology should provide answers for all questions regarding the ordering, order 
processing and production process related to a DC21 Business Shirt.  

3.1.3 Who Will Maintain the Ontology? 

All user of the ComVantage system will use the ontology. The users of the ontology can be classified with 
the ComVantage stakeholder environment. The ontology can be maintained by DC21. However, although 
this is not the scope within the ComVantage project, there should be found a solution for easy and quick 
access and update to the ontology. 

As introduced in D7.1.1 there are different stakeholders who can be classified into ComVantage: partner 
stakeholders, the end-customers, and the network of potential suppliers. 

3.1.4 Who Will Use the Ontology? 

In the following the stakeholder environment of DC21 is summarised:  

3.1.4.1 Stakeholder – ComVantage Partner DC21  

The application area of WP7 is dealing with the topic of Customer-oriented Production within the fashion 
and textile domain. DC21 as representative of this application area is an SME which is active in various 
businesses around fashion.  

Instead of doing the whole shirt design and production on their own, DC21 represents and manages an 
industry network for services in the fashion domain. DC21 is collaborating with designers in order to create 
new shirt designs and offer them in their web shop. Customers can choose between standard shirts or 
customised ones (cuts, colours and embroidery). DC21 is processing and preparing those web shop orders 
and forwards them to one of their partners. Additionally, they supply their partners with the raw textiles 
and materials. Produced shirts are delivered back to DC21 and then further to the customer. 

Their core responsibilities are: 

 Collaboration with designers in order to create new shirt designs 

 Organisation of shirt production process including custom designs and embroidery 

 Organise materials for suppliers 

 Provide web shop for online ordering 

 Organise goods delivery and payment channels 

 Marketing 

3.1.4.2 Stakeholder - Customer 

The customer is the most important stakeholder. Customers 
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 order by phone, mail, or the web shop 

 are involved (from a visionary point of view) in the design process (crowdsourcing) 

 provide and receive (from a visionary point of view) recommendations and ratings 

 provide and receive (from a visionary point of view) style and event recommendations and ratings 

3.1.4.3 Stakeholder - Network of Potential Suppliers 

Embroidery 

Provides the embroidery service. The embroidery environment currently consists of one person with a 
machine. This person receives orders randomly. A challenge is that depending on the object to be 
embroidered, the embroidering process may produce very different results regarding look and quality, 
therefore training and negotiations of quality level are necessary.  

Shirt Production 

The current shirt production environment can be described as a technology avers environment. The 
production is a company with 20 employees and a verbal handover of production tasks to individual 
employee.  

The Shirt production has the following tasks: 

 indicate material stock 

 produce shirt parts and assemble shirts 

 corporate with embroidery 

 customisation (tailor-made)  

Textile Production 

The textile production is responsible for  

 providing new raw material 

 (from a visionary point of view) combined order offerings  

 Delivery Service, delivering shirts to customer 

 transferring shirts between production stages (embroidery - shirt production)  

Designers 

Designers are creating new shirt designs 

3.2 Terminology 

3.2.1 Detailed Scenario Descriptions 

The development of ontologies is motivated by scenarios. In particular - such scenarios may be presented 
by industrial partners as problems which they encounter in their enterprises. The motivating scenarios are 
story problems or examples which are not adequately addressed by existing ontologies. A motivating 
scenario also provides a set of intuitively possible solutions to the scenario problems. These solutions 
provide an informal intended semantics for the objects and relations that will later be included in the 
ontology.  

In the future customers should be able to order their shirts via online or mobile web shop or directly at 
DC21. Furthermore customers should be able to access style recommendation services, shirts designed by 
the crowd and product information via social media platforms and our web shop.  
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The web shop should offer the possibility of ordering personalised shirts. That means that customers can 
“design” their own shirt within a certain range – such as changing colours and adding embroideries or add-
ons with a fashion model kit.  

As Figure 1 shows, Dresscode21 is involved in a collaboration space with different stakeholders all over the 
world. This collaboration space should be a huge network including all stakeholders needed for fulfilling 
Dresscode21’s service (providing personalised shirts). As soon as Dresscode21 confirms an order the system 
should be able to dispatch the order information to the appropriate stakeholders within the collaboration 
space (according to the stakeholder’s resources, price and location). A stakeholder should be able to 
confirm an order and to fulfil his part as soon as possible. The finished product then will be directly 
delivered to the end-customer. In the meantime the customer will be able to view the delivery status.  

Shirts should always be produced fast and environmentally friendly (e.g. no long distances between 
producers and end-customer) as well as in highest quality (e.g. quality regulations available for all 
stakeholders, tutorials, fair prices). 

 

 

 

Figure 1: To-be scenario 

3.2.1.1 High Level Goals and Motivational Aspects of the TO-BE Scenario 

Based on the elaborated to be scenarios this paragraph summarises the high level goals and motivational 
aspects of this scenario: 

(Visionary) TO-BE aspects from the supplier point of view: 

 motivate production environment to use technology (e.g. iPad in production environment) 

 increase efficiency by tracking/monitoring e.g. the use of material or the production 

 identify the needs of smaller partners e.g. micro companies to have stronger market positions and 
business opportunities 

 Improve communication between stakeholders 

 Support a common learning effect between suppliers through the network spirit (no competitors 
anymore but working in one direction) 

 expose open shirt request on a market, e.g. a tailor shop can apply for production order  
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(Visionary) TO-BE aspects from the DC21 point of view: 

 Transparency about all processes (shirt production / embroidery / delivery) 

 enabling different suppliers through sophisticated ComVantage ICT to join the network  

 automated transformation of user ideas into machine-readable format (designer tool integrated in 
web shop)  

(Visionary) TO-BE aspects from the customer point of view: 

 transparency and modification of the order during production (needs feedback from suppliers) 

 web-based designer tools with live experience (2D/3D/upload own picture) 

 Network of early adopters/followers to speed up spread of the shirt 

 Touch points for material test, shown via Google map  

 Fashion consultant and style recommendation by automated components or community/friends 

 collaborated idea generation by crowdsourcing and ratings of DC21 man/woman of the year 

3.2.2 Application Area Terms and Definitions 

The following list covers the main concepts and definitions used by Dresscode21. This list can be seen as a 
first result for the DC21 ontology. It contains the relevant domain which its relevant topics, i.e. concepts. 
For each concept a definition should allow a better understanding. Further, some first relations between 
the concepts are also provided. However, the relations e.g. Is-a, related with and the involved parties will 
be elaborated more in detail. 

Domain Concept Definition Related with 

Login and user 

registration 

login activity of customer to enter his/her account   

 password Keyword each user selects to identify   

 Username Name of customer he/she uses as name for 

the platform and login 

 

  ID To relate customer to Facebook account   User account 

  Required data Elements that are necessary to create an 

account; e.g. Address, date of birth (if not 

available in Facebook), data of body (height, 

weight, body type, anaesthetic body parts, 

preferred styles, eye/hair colour, skin type)   

  

Registration Form 

– required data 

First name    

 Last name   

 Address Consisting of  Street, number, country, 

postcode, city… 

 

 Date of birth   

Registration Form 

– obligatory data 

height, weight, 

body type, 

  

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/%5Bunesthetic%5D.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/%5Bbody%5D.html
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Domain Concept Definition Related with 

anaesthetic body 

parts, preferred 

styles, eye/hair 

colour, skin type 

  profile/account space of customer, where all data for 

registration is saved, where customer can see 

order history, where information of 

body/style is saved 

  

  customer user of DC21 Homepage, who is registered  User account 

  visitor user of DC21 Homepage, who isn´t registered   

Standard Order 

Scenario 

   

  collection a number of shirt models in a similar style or 

for an occasion 

  

  shirt model one shirt in a special design   

  colour used for material of which shirts are made. 

Basic shape, piping, designs, embroidery. E.g. 

black, white, yellow, green… 

 Shirt 

Embroidery 

  embroidery to customise shirt, possible to choose 

individual embroidery on the shirt 

  

  size standard description of how wide and long 

our shirts (m/f) are: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

  

  amount number of shirts a customer chooses of one 

model or in one order 

  

  shopping cart to save shirts a customer has chosen, while 

continue shopping 

 order 

  delivery address address where customer wants to get 

delivered his order 

  

  checkout activity when user decides to buy items 

he/she put in shopping cart before 

  

  Confirmed orders List of all orders, that has been confirmed to 

customers 

  

  invoice amount of expenses of order, data of 

customer and DC21 

  

  customer person who register, person who orders shirts registration, 

custom/standar

d order 

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/%5Bunesthetic%5D.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/%5Bbody%5D.html
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Domain Concept Definition Related with 

  shipping / billing 

address 

address that customer fills in for 

shipping/billing when doing registration or 

order 

registration, 

order, 

production 

(shipping) 

  items (shopping 

cart) 

shirts that customer put in shopping cart order 

  price price of one shirt, price of order (including 

shipping costs) 

order, bill 

  status tells customer in which status of 

production/delivery his/her shirt(s) is at the 

moment, e.g.: production of shirt parts, 

sewing of shirt, embroidery, packed, shipped 

order, profile, 

changing a 

placed order 

  uploaded files picture customer uploaded for his/her 

personal embroidery 

order 

  notification type customer decides in order process, how 

he/she will get a message about status of 

order, mail/text message/via Facebook is 

possible 

order 

  notification level customer decides in order process, how often 

he/she will get a message about status of 

order, high/low/none is possible 

order 

  payment method method of payment customer choose when 

ordering a product (at the moment only one 

method is possible – in future maybe: credit 

card, PayPal) 

order 

Flexible 

production 

environment 

price range possibility to choose a price between highest 

and lowest possible price for the production 

of a special shirt model 

  

  distance to 

producer 

distance of possible producers and delivery 

address customer indicated 

  

  preferred delivery 

date 

possibility of a range of different delivery 

dates for a shirt, depending on which 

producer customer selected or restricts range 

of possible producers. E.g. between 5 days 

and 3 weeks. 

  

 Carbon foot print Maybe the user wants to have the smallest 
environmental impact possible and 
distance/delivery data are than adjusted 
accordingly. 
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Domain Concept Definition Related with 

Changing a 

placed order 

Changed after 

order 

Status, when customer changed something 

after he/she placed the order 

  

 Last change Date, when last change for a placed order is 

possible 

 

Order progress 

notification 

delivery date date (day) of delivery of order to the 

customer´s delivery address 

  

Standard 

production 

preparation 

appropriate 

processor 

The and shirt production chosen by the 

system and/or DC21  

  

  order 

information/speci

fication sheet 

according to production needs: information 

about size, model, embroidery…in a short 

form to deliver essential information for 

producing the shirt 

  

Check of 

production 

capacity 

material capacity gives information how much material is 

available in one production place and how 

many shirt could be produced according to 

this amount 

  

  time capacity gives information how much time of 

employees is available in one production 

place and how many shirt could be produced 

according to this amount 

  

Production of 

shirt parts 

tasks necessary working steps to produce shirt   

  parts pieces of fabric, that are sewed to the ready 

shirt then 

  

  progress step a task of one person/machine on the way to a 

ready shirt, still in process 

  

  finished step ready task   

  status of order progress of shirt production/delivery order progress 

notification 

Assembly of shirt quality 

restrictions 

instruction for production to ensure high 

quality 

  

  3D Photos picture of shirt    

Delivery of 

product 

address label name/address of customer, data of sender 

(CD21) and relevant data for delivery/carrier 

  

  washing 

instruction 

information of material, how customer has to 

wash and care of the shirt, on small cards, put 
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Domain Concept Definition Related with 

on the shirt with safety pin and bound 

  link to status of 

carrier 

direct link to the carriers website where 

customer can see progress of delivery when 

using his/her delivery code 

  

Custom Order 

Scenario 

      

Individual shirt 

design 

individual design 

option 

categories customer can choose in shop   

  specification 

sheet 

according to production needs: information 

about size, model, embroidery…in a short 

form to deliver essential information for 

producing the shirt 

  

  price price of one shirt, price of order (including 

shipping costs), consisting of price of basic 

shirt, embroidery, parts of customer design 

shirt; depends on choose producer too 

custom order 

  basic shape   basic shape of shirt, possible to combine with 

embroidery or to design with elements of 

individual shirt design 

standard order, 

custom order, 

shirt 

  shirt model ready to buy design of shirt standard order 

  material fabric of which shirts are made shirt, order, 

stock 

management, 

production 

  size size of women and men shirts shirt, order, 

production 

  design (elements) stripes and appliques that customer can 

choose for their design 

individual shirt 

design 

  collar type 3 different types of collars for men and 

women (round neck, V-neck, stand up collar) 

individual shirt 

design 

  sleeve length length of sleeves of the shirt, 3 different 

length for women and men (long, short, 3/4) 

standard order, 

custom order, 

individual shirt 

design 

  round neck, V-

neck, stand up 

collar 

different types of collars standard order, 

custom order 

  colour of design 

elements 

like stripes or appliques, e.g. red, yellow, 

blue, white, black 
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Domain Concept Definition Related with 

  piping colour colour of piping, e.g. red, yellow, blue, white, 

black 

standard order, 

production 

  main colour colour of basic shirt-fabric, at the moment 

black or white 

standard order, 

custom order, 

production 

  colour  colours of shirt, piping or design elements. 

E.g. black, white, red, blue, green, yellow 

  

Order of 

embroidered 

shirt 

embroidery 

graphic resolution 

resolution embroidery needs to convert 

graphic file into embroidery file 

  

  format     

  simulation shows picture how ready shirt will look like   

Corporate Order 

Scenario 

      

Corporate 

customer order 

self-payment 

link direct link to private space for a special 

company/club 

  

Corporate 

customer order 

with code 

code a row of numbers and letters a person gets, 

he/she logs in with this code and can order a 

shirt, that is prepaid by the company who 

gave the code to him/her (e.g. as a gift) 

corporate 

customer order 

with code 

  personal message e.g. "Hello Mr Cooper! We are happy to…"   

Stock 

Management 

Scenario 

      

Material Supply Minimum of 

material 

critical amount of material, when it´s 

necessary to order supplies 

  

  supplier producers of material like fabric, zips…   

Shirt Design 

Scenario 

      

Crowdsourcing 

shirt design 

template contours of a shirt model within customer can 

use tools 

  

  tool design elements to create own design, e.g. 

stripes, embroidery option, appliques, colour 

options all these 

  

  add-ons Appliques   

  crowd  users of a crowdsourcing platform   

Recommendation 

Scenario 
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Domain Concept Definition Related with 

Automatic 

Fashion 

recommendation 

partner web shop web shops that sell additional product, so 

DC21 can offer complete outfits, web shops 

are linked to each other, are cooperation 

partners 

  

  tagged style style attributes given to product, e.g. elegant, 

black, cotton, sleeveless, summer 

  

  body type e.g. plump, slim, long legs, broad hips, slim 

shoulders 

  

System driven 

recommendation 

personal 

information 

information about customers body type, style 

and fashion preferences 

  

Community 

driven 

recommendation 

photo customer uploads photo of him/herself on his 

profile, system publishes photo to show it to 

fashion community 

  

  blog blog that belongs to DC21 Website   

  top rated products most users of community 

recommended 

  

Customer profile name first and second name of customer standard order, 

custom order 

  address street and city and post-zip of customer standard order, 

custom order 

  personal data address, age, fashion preferences registration 

  measurements/si

ze 

information giving of customer in his/her 

personal data, personal size of customer who 

registered 

registration, 

personal data, 

profile 

  preferences     

  history information about former orders, returns, 

activities of a customer 

profile 

  returns return, reclamation of an order, customer 

sent shirt(s) back to Dresscode21 

order 

  homepage / 

Facebook 

homepage of Dresscode21, social network  order, 

registration, 

login 

  photo customer uploads photo of him/herself on his 

profile, system publishes photo to show it to 

fashion community 

community 

driven fashion 

recommendatio

n, profile 

Table 1: DC21, first draft of an informal ontology 
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3.2.3 Competency Questions 

One of the ways to determine the scope of the ontology is to sketch a list of questions that a knowledge 
base based on the ontology should be able to answer, competency questions (Gruninger and Fox 1995). 
These questions will serve as the litmus test later: Does the ontology contain enough information to answer 
these types of questions? Do the answers require a particular level of detail or representation of a 
particular area? These competency questions are just a sketch and do not need to be exhaustive. 

 Does the user need a male or a female Business Shirt? 

 Which Business Shirts characteristics should be considered when choosing a shirt? 

 Which optional individual design options does the customer have? 

 Which production options (design, distance etc.) should be considered when ordering a shirt? 

 Which shirt does best fit to personal style preferences? 

 Which accessories do best fit to a current Business Shirt choice? 

 Who bought a business Shirt and how long took it from ordering to delivery? 

 Which kind of notification do the users get when certain shirt parts are completed? 

 Which items can the customer change in his profile? 

 Where are the differences between individual orders and corporate orders? 

Judging from this list of questions, the ontology will include the information on various Business Shirt 
characteristics and individual design options, as well as all the information required during ordering 
processes.  

3.3 Existing Infrastructure 

As the core competency and main business of Dresscode21 is selling Business Shirts the existing 
technological infrastructure has been outsourced to a Web Hosting provider. Therefore at DC21 directly 
there is no infrastructure. The server, databases etc. are all hosted by an external service. 

3.3.1 Servers 

System software based on Linux running Apache as Webserver software. For databases MySql Server is 
used. 

3.3.2 Interfaces 

There are no specific interfaces used at this moment. Wordpress 3.1.2 is used as content management 
system (CMS) or the front and backend of our application. For the Online Web shop the Wordpress plugin 
from shopplugin.net – Version 1.1.8 is used. 

3.3.3 Specific Hardware 

No specific hardware is used; all the required hardware is provided by our webhosting provider. 

4 FORMAL VOCABULARY 

4.1 Ontologies 

Based upon the list of terms presented in Section Error! Reference source not found., we have extended 
he ontology developed in Deliverable D4.1.1: Error! Reference source not found. shows the classes and 
individuals of the updated “garment” ontology, including the new types for “SleeveStyle” and “CollarStyle” 
as well as the new superclass “DesignElement”, which comprises the available design features. Moreover, 
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we can now cover different “ShirtParts” and descriptions of designs via “StyleTags” and “Stature”, i.e. we 
can express that a specific design is casual or formal, or that it is suitable for slim people. 

Figure 3 shows the new Contractor ontology, which allows for the representation of subcontractors of 
DC21, e.g. tailor shops. In order to determine when new stock has to be ordered, the “StockItem” class is 
used, contains the material, the colour, the current amount and the minimum amount of the respective 
item. Thus, if the current amount falls below the minimum amount, the system can inform the shop 
administrator or automatically trigger an order for new stock from the supplier, who is represented by the 
“Supplier” class. Moreover, the time capacity of the contractor is represented using the “TimeCapacity” 
class, which contains a date and the available working hours on that date. Based upon this information, the 
system can determine until when a specific order can be completed. 

 

 

Figure 2: Classes and individuals of the Garment ontology 
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Figure 3: Classes and individuals of the Contractor ontology 

Finally, Figure 4 shows the extensions of the Shop ontology. The “Order” class now has a subclass 
“ReturnedOrder”, which allows the system to collect information about the history of a customer. 
Moreover, the ontology now also includes a class “PaymentAccount” to represent different payment 
methods and a class “PartnerShop”, which allows interlinking with other online shops that sell related 
items, such that complete outfits can be offered to the customer. 

 

Figure 4: Classes and individuals of the Shop ontology 
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5 LINDED DATA ADAPTER 

5.1 Used Server Software 

As described in Deliverable D4.3.1, DC21 uses an SQL database as repository for its entire company data, 
whose content is transformed into RDF via the D2RQ system1.  

5.2 Adaptation 

In comparison with the status described in D4.3.1, the translation has been extended. The information 
contained in the “purchase” table partially belongs to the “Cart” class (as far as relations with the CartItems 
are concerned), and partially belongs to the “Order” class (as far as the relation with Customer is 
concerned). In order to split the information appropriately, we defined two ClassMaps, which lift every field 
in the proper way for the respective class. The updated mapping table is shown in Table 2, where the new 
or modified entries are indicated by the italic font. 

For this reason, there are three PropertyBridges originating from the purchase:id database column: one for 
the corresponding Cart individual, one for the Order individual, and one relating those two individuals with 
each other, thus matching the developed data model. This peculiarity also implies that an individual of the 
class “Order” and the corresponding one from the class “Cart” always have the same identifier, i.e. the 
individual “Order/100” always has the cart “Cart/100”. Since the database content is only read, but never 
written via the D2RQ adapter, this is merely an observation and does not put any restrictions to the 
application development. 

Moreover, the relations between an address and the corresponding customer and those between shopping 
cart items and their carts have been replaced by inverse property bridges, meaning that the database entity 
is the object rather than the subject of the generated triple. For example, the new translation of an address 
entry contains the triple 

<Customer/100> <foaf:adr> <Address/78>, 

while the previous translation contained 

<Address/78> <cvshop:addressOf> <Customer/100>, 

where <cvshop:addressOf> was defined as the inverse relation of <foaf:adr>. This simplifies the resulting 
ontology since it allows expressing the same information using a smaller vocabulary. 

Database table RDF class Mapping join 

customer cvshop:Customer ClassMap  

  id   cvshop:id PropertyBridge  

  firstname   foaf:firstName PropertyBridge  

  lastname   foaf:lastName PropertyBridge  

  email   foaf:Mbox PropertyBridge  

  phone   foaf:Phone PropertyBridge  

shipping cvshop:Address ClassMap  

  id   cvshop:id PropertyBridge  

  customer   foaf:adr PropertyBridge (inverse) cvshop:Customer 

  address   ns:street-address PropertyBridge  

  xadress   ns:extended-address PropertyBridge  

                                                           
1
 http://d2rq.org 
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Database table RDF class Mapping join 

  city   ns:locality PropertyBridge  

  state   ns:region PropertyBridge  

  country   ns:country-name PropertyBridge  

  postcode   ns:postal-code PropertyBridge  

  geocode   ns:geo PropertyBridge  

purchase cvshop:Cart ClassMap  

  id   cvshop:id PropertyBridge  

purchase cvshop:Order ClassMap  

  id   cvshop:id PropertyBridge  

  id   cvshop:hasCart PropertyBridge cvshop:Cart 

  customer   cvshop:ordered PropertyBridge cvshop:Customer 

purchased cvshop:CartItem ClassMap  

  id   cvshop:id PropertyBridge  

  purchase   cvshop:hasItem PropertyBridge (inverse) cvshop:Cart 

  product   cvshop:hasGarment PropertyBridge cvshop:ShirtDesign 

product cvgarment:ShirtDesign ClassMap  

  id   cvshop:id PropertyBridge  

  slug   rdfs:label PropertyBridge  

  name   rdfs:comment PropertyBridge  

Table 2: Updated mapping of database tables to RDF classes 

6 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK  
In this deliverable, we have examined different ontology engineering methodologies and shown which 
considerations led us to choosing the “Enterprise” approach. Based upon this, we have conducted 
additional interviews with the DC21 domain experts and used the information gathered in order to extend 
the ontology developed previously.  

Moreover, we have extended the Linked Data adapter developed previously for the Customer-oriented 
Production application area, allowing the application developers from WP11 to access all relevant 
information. Based upon this, we will continue to extend the data model to accommodate future demands. 

In the future, we will further extend the ontologies and also use the competency questions collected in this 
deliverable to identify additional requirements for our data model. 
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